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Under certain conditions, holding

ourselves and not to harm eacn ocaer
or v.aong anyone. The pride and in-

tolerance cf individual opinion as to
means and methods; the misunder-
standing that unfortunately exists be-

tween those who pursue different lines
of thought and the prejudice that arises

it costs lessfin the first place and less of it
be used.
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employ the plan at all. In a. short
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present needs.
Burden Minimized.

The burden of holding is thereby
minimized. But in a big crop year,
when it is evident that there will be
a surplus of supply, the spinner is
independent and will only buy the cot-

ton as he needs it. In such a year the
burden upon the holder may be in-

creased to a point at which, without
assistance, he cannot maintain his po-

sition. If the ranks are once broken,
rout is sure to follow. I do not wish to
be understood to undervalue your hold- -
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these crops was six hundred and fifty
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crop, seven and one-hal- f million bales
were exported to foreign countries and
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Continued on page 10The cotton powers of the south are nothing and added to the wealth of the
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I WHO DO THEIR BUYING AND SELLING IM CHARXOTTE
H are: regular subscribers to i I
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And most of them receive no other Charlotte paper. These farmers are more prosperous taati ever
before and their annual expenditure for Groceries, Provisions, Drugs, Dry Goods, Clothing,

Shoes, Hardware, Harnesses, Wagons, Agricultural Implements, Furniture,
Pianos, Organs and Fertilizers, Feeds, etc., exceeds
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This is a rich trade that is easily influenced by advertising in The Times-Democr-at If you are not
the advertising man to come in and tats it over.getting your share oi it, Ring Up 115 and ask
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